
Mayan cities were not planned. They built 

their civilization in a tropical jungle climate 

(which most people would find hard).  Other 

ancient civilizations had survived in drier 

climates and had formed the basis of 

society. They knew how to clear the forest 

and live in the jungle.   

 

 

A Guide to a Mayan City 

Layout to a Mayan city 

  

Farming 

  

 

Trading 

Even though they didn’t like the Aztecs they would still trade with them. They would trade food, 

materials such as obsidian, flint, jade, coloured shells, honey, cooper tools, ornaments, quartzel 

feathers, tobacco, cacao and slaves. Slaves to them were like things not people. They traded over 

sea because they didn’t have wheeled carts or animals. You would find the dock to trade in the city. 

  

Environment  

 

 

 

 

In the centre of a city would be a palace (for the local king) 

which would be in line with the sun. As they believed it is 

important for the king to a good relationship with the sun 

god (who was called Kininch Ahau). Around the palace 

would be citizens’ homes, stone built pyramids and 

temples. They built there civilization in a tropical jungle 

climate. Their temples have many uses such as astrology   

(navigating, studying and looking at the stars) the temples 

astrology towers were facing the sun.   

The Mayan’s had a technique called 

slash & burn which people still use 

today to create space and gather 

crops. They used the space on the 

hills/mountains near their cities to 

plant their crops for food, survival and 

trading. They planted maize, beans, 

squash and chilli (they invented most 

of these).  You would find roads that 

would lead to where they farmed. 



Real Mayan cities 

Levels of society 

At the top of society in a city would be the local king after would be the high priest, nobles, 

artisans, merchants then peasants and at the bottom of society would be the slaves. Most 

slaves are prisoners from places that city conquered. Kings would live in a palace in the centre 

of the city.  

 

 

 

Here are names of real Mayan cities: Caracol is one of the Mayan cities, which is located in 

the Cayo district, and Calakmul is another city which is located in Campeche in Mexico. You 

may recognise the name Tikal, located Guatemala.  

  


